Hematopoietic stem cell allografting for chronic lymphocytic leukemia: a focus on reduced-intensity conditioning regimens.
Allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation (allo-HCT) remains the only known treatment modality that currently offers a potential cure to patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). A better understanding of the role of adoptive immunotherapy and its consequent bona fide graft-vs-leukemia (GVL) effect has resulted in a reduction of the ablative intensity and toxicity of preparative allo-HCT regimens. The authors review the published data of reduced-intensity conditioning (RIC) allo-HCT in patients with CLL. RIC allo-HCT has reduced the transplant associated morbidity and mortality of the procedure and has consequently broadened applicability of allo-HCT to patients with CLL who are generally of more advanced age (> 60 years) and who often have associated comorbidities. Published literature supports the use of RIC allo-HCT for these patients once a suitable donor is identified, provided they fulfill acceptable consensus criteria for hematopoietic stem cell allografting. Several studies have shown that T-cell-replete RIC allo-HCT is also capable of overcoming the adverse effect of poor prognostic factors in CLL such as del(17p), unmutated IgVH, or ZAP-70 expression. Continued clinical trials to identify the optimal regimen for RIC allo-HCT for patients with CLL are warranted.